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1.Intro
RUON AI plans to be a web 3.0 for social commerce. It hopes to be an influencer
marketplace powered by Amazon and Alibaba products, where any social influencer
can instantly become a seller of goods.
RUON AI will work towards allowing its users to earn tokens from every social activity
users perform: Posting, Liking, Sharing, Hosting.
RUON AI aspires to be powered by its own blockchain called SovereignSky (BEOS)
and partly owns the blockchain Mobile Satellite network it runs across, making
RUON AI the only social app worldwide that hopes to own its entire route to market.

2. Landscape
The Internet has become an integral part of our lives, in a way that would not have
been thought possible 20 years ago. In 2016 ecommerce sales were worth $1.86

2018

trillion. By 2021 it is estimated e-commerce sales will exceed $4.48 trillion. Global
e-commerce as an industry continues to grow, year on year, with the top three
e-commerce companies generating $1.2 trillion alone in sales.

ALIBABA
$768BN

2.1 SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media evolved from early internet bulletin boards in the mid 1980s. It wasn’t
until nearly 20 years later, with an influx of Silicon Valley startups, that ‘social’

AMAZON
$239BN

went mainstream.
By 2017 there were 2.46bn social network users worldwide, which is the
equivalent of almost half of the world’s population.
Source: Figure 1 / Appendix

JD.COM
$125BN

Underpinning that growth was the migration from desktop to mobile for internet
access. It was the millennial generation, with their adoption of smartphones and

Friendster 2002

always wanting to ‘be connected’ that moved the internet to mobile.

LinkedIn 2003

Source: Figure 2 / Appendix
In 2018 Pewter Research found that 9 out of 10 millennials own a smartphone.
However, the same research found there has been little growth in the use of social
media among millennials since 2010. One of the reasons for this is millennials
moving away from social networks like Facebook to adopt new social chat apps
like Whatsapp and Instagram.

MySpace 2003
Facebook 2004
Yahoo! 360° 2005

2.2 CHAT
Chat, originally known as ‘Instant Messaging’, is an industry that emerged from the huge popularity of SMS
Text Messaging. Generation X needed a desktop solution for sending SMS and the ‘Instant Messenger’ was
born in 1997, AOL launched AIM messenger,and two years later Microsoft launched MSN Messenger. Ten
years later, in 2007, two former Yahoo employees launched WhatsApp. It took a further eight years before
chat caught up with social networks.

2.3 SOCIAL COMMERCE
Social commerce is the crossroads where e-commerce and social meet.
The term ‘social commerce’ was first coined in 2004 by Yahoo but it wasn’t until 2008, a year after Facebook
opened its platform to third parties, that social commerce was seeded.
Early social commerce on Facebook was typically ‘virtual goods’’ like stickers, weapons in games, gifts in
games. This was powered by early mobile gaming companies like Zynga and King.com.
Over the next seven years, as brands realized the power of social media, they began to drive more product
information and ultimately sales through social channels.

Worldwide social commerce revenue from 2011 to 2015 (in billions U.S. dollars)
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By 2021, Technavio forecast that social commerce sales will grow to $165 billion.
Source: Global Social Commerce Market 2017-2021: Industry Analysis and Drivers by Technavio With the
emergence of Social Commerce has come the ‘influencer’.

2.4 INFLUENCERS
So what is an influencer? In February 2019 InfluencerMarketingHub.com described an Influencer as:“an
individual who has the power to affect purchase decisions of others because of his/her authority,
knowledge, position or relationship with his/her audience.”
Who are Influencers?
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Why does influencing exist?

23%
consumers say recommendations on social media influence their buying decisions. (Forbes, 2018)

87%
e-commerce shoppers believe social media plays a vital role in their shopping decisions. (Adweek, 2018)

74%
consumers say there has been a direct link between watching a video on social media and purchasing
something. (Adweek, 2018)

30%
30% of consumers say they would make purchases through Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter or Pinterest.
(Forbes, 2018)

2.5 INFLUENCER PLATFORMS
Which are the leading Influencer platforms?
A 2018 survey of 414 influencers by Hashoff, a top content marketplace platform shows Instagram has been
the no.1 platform for influencers for the last three years.
Source : Figure 4 / Appendix
One of the reasons Instagram is the social influencers' top choice of platform is that influencers can generate
higher engagement rates on Instagram which means it’s easier to attract new followers.
Source : Figure 5/ Appendix
The number of followers an influencer has directly impacts the amount of money they can charge brands for
posts and, therefore, the amount of freelance revenue they can make.
Influencers are normally freelancers. Freelancers are part of a broader ‘gig economy’ made up of digital
nomads, remote workers and freelancers.

Average Pricing for influencer Posts
Avg # Followers

YouTube

Instagram

Facebook

Twitter

Snapchat

Vine

7m+

$300,00

$150,000

$187,500

$60,000

$150,000

$112,500

3-7m

$187,500

$75,000

$93,750

$30,000

$75,000

$56,250

1-3m

$125,000

$50,000

$62,500

$20,000

$50,000

$37,500

500k-1m

$25,000

$10,000

$12,500

$4,000

$10,000

$7,500

100k-500k

$12,500

$5,000

$6,250

$2,000

$5,000

$3,750

50k-500k

$2,500

$1,000

$1,250

$400

$1,000

$750

<250k

$2,000

$800

$1,000

$320

$800

$600

Source: Captiv8 Data, 2016; Average rate card price varies based on brand exclusivity,
term of post, number of posts per campaign, production costs, celebrity status, etc.

2.6 GIG ECONOMY
The gig economy is powered by millennials, as the predominant users of chat & social commerce. The gig
economy evolved out of the 2008 Credit Crunch. When the 2008 Credit Crunch arrived it impacted an entire
generation’s (millennials) ability to:

SECURE A JOB

ENTER WORKFORCE

OBTAIN CREDIT

Due to hiring freezes

After graduation

Loans, Cards, Mortgages

30% of consumers say they would make purchases through Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter or Pinterest.
(Forbes, 2018)
The combination of these things meant for the first time in society an entire generation was cut out of the
financial system. This had a serious impact on the way millennials view financial institutions and the banking
system. Millennials were forced to explore alternative payment mechanisms and alternative credit resources.
One of these alternative payment resources was cryptocurrency.
Millennials related to the founding ethos of crypto, which was to break free of irresponsible Western banking
systems and government influence. The combination of these things meant for the first time in society an
entire generation was cut out of the financial system. This had a serious impact on the way Millennials
viewed financial institutions and the banking system.
Millennials were forced to explore alternative payment mechanisms and alternative credit resources. One of
these alternative payment resources was Cryptocurrency.
Millennials related to the founding ethos of Crypto which was to break free of irresponsible Western banking
systems and government influence.
As the credit crunch grew into a 10 year global recession, millennials began to manage their jobs by stacking
them simultaneously to avoid risk.
This was the start of the Gig Economy where millennials could be Etsy sellers in the mornings and social
marketing managers in the afternoon.
By 2015 1 in 3 millennials did some form of freelance work according to research by Bamboo HR. Since then
‘gig marketplaces’ have sprung up offering more opportunities to earn like Airbnb, eBay, Uber etc.

The gig economy is forecast to keep growing in the next 10 years. In the USA
alone, statistica suggest that there will be 90m freelancers by 2028.

AMAZON
COSTS

Source : Figure 7/ Appendix
This means millennials, along with future centennial ‘gigsters’, need more
ways to monetize their skills and build multiple micro-entrepreneur
businesses fast.

$40
a month to
rent a shop

6-45%
revenue share
on every sale

3. The Problem
3.1 SELLING ONLINE
Selling online is a popular activity for the gigster. This started with
marketplaces like eBay and Etsy. Then selling moved into social media, as

$1.80
fee for every
sale

digital marketers moved with millennials to chat channels.
However, in spite of the easy access to sell in these social channels, there are
barriers to do so:

PROBLEM: HIGH ENTRY LEVEL
You need to invest in products before you can sell on these sites:

$15 - $250
trade price for
listing 10
products

Pinterest
Amazon
eBay
Facebook

$15 - $250

Instagram

trade price for
listing 10
products

Twitter
You need to build a full e-commerce shop before you can sell on these sites:
Pinterest
You need to build a product catalogue to sell on these sites:
Facebook
Instagram
These places don’t let you sell products on them:

$0.20
per FNSKU
code for every
product you
list

Facebook Marketplace
Twitter

3.2 INFLUENCER MARKETING
Influencing people inside Social Channels, to grow brand following or drive product sales, is now a very
popular employment choice for Millennials. As we highlighted previously there are excellent incomes to be
made from being a successful Influencer.

INSTAGRAM
Users cannot tag multiple users in the same comment
Users cannot comment on popular Instagram accounts with a newer account
Limit of 25 or fewer hashtags per comment or post
Too much posting (tags, photos, posts) raises a spam flag and blocks you
Blocked Instagram hashtags prevent you tagging friends or your image appearing in searches
Users can only follow a maximum of 7,500 people
Users can only sell physical goods (no digital goods)
Products must comply with Instagram’s merchant agreement and commerce policies.
Users can only sell on Instagram if you're located in certain countries

TWITTER
The 280-character limit is a problem for influencers
It doesn’t have proper tools to structure or manage groups It
It doesn’t verify users so has lots of fake accounts & tweets
Users can only follow 5000 accounts
To follow more is proportional - 10% of people following you
Daily limit of 1,000 direct messages and 2,400 Tweets per day.

4. The Solution
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4.1 SOCIAL TOOLS
BULK IMPORT
When users sign up to RUON AI, we're planning to allow the use of the Bulk Import tool to build a follower
base instantly. We plan to allow users to bulk import social contacts by using Social Credentials to sign up to RUON
AI. We plan to allow users to also bulk import their email or Linkedin Contacts. We plan to reward users for
the amount of email sign-ups they make with RUON AI Tokens, users can start earning tokens immediately.

CHAT
We are targeting three types of Chat Rooms on RUON AI:
User Interest Groups’ Chat Rooms - created when an ‘Interest Group’ is formed
Private Non-Commerce Chat Rooms - free to create, with a social focus
Commerce Chat Rooms - pay to create, with a commercial focus
RUON AI plans to categorize all chat rooms so users can easily search and join chat rooms based on the
chat room owner. The acceptance criteria for posts, commerce posts and commerce purchase directly
inside the chat room plans to be defined in each case. Non-Commerce Chat Rooms plan to only support
chat functionality with basic social posting. Commerce Chat Rooms plan to support commerce and
users plan to be able to add their follower base to a chat room instantly
.
We are planning for each Chat Room to support up to 10,000 participants and offer options like automatic
message expiry at the end of a chat session. We are planning for users to be able to send direct
messages or make video calls to their chat contacts. RUON AI chat rooms will target customisable
parental control and child protection technology built in. We plan for failure to adhere to RUON AI’s
parental and child protection guidelines will result in respective users being banned from the service.
Every UIG (User Interest Group) plans to have its own chat room on RUON AI.

VIDEO
RUON AI plans to offer users the ability to post videos, save videos and create MyStories streaming TV
channels by looping all their videos together. Video Channels plan to be categorized by RUON AI into
themes. These videos plan to be a powerful influencer marketing tool with links to RUON AI Stores and
Marketplace. RUON AI plans to also allow MyStories video owners to sell their MyStories to other
users, influencers, brands and advertisers.

FILTER POSTS
We plan to have users/Influencers filter and label their followers into follower niches like ‘inner circle’ or
‘friends’ or ‘family’ groups or ‘business’ groups. When posting, w e h o p e f o r users/influencers to be
able to select which niche ‘follower group’ receives that post. In this way posting can be precisely
targeted to the optimal audience.

USER INTEREST GROUPS (UIG)
UIG (User Interest Group) plans to be a tool designed to connect you to audiences relevant to users'
sphere of ‘influencing’.
When a new user signs up to RUON AI, we plan to ask them
to pick five topic areas that interest them, similar to a new
user on Reddit. We plan to save these these choices with the
user's profile. AI then plans to automatically connect the user
with these five groups for free. Once users are part of these
five Groups, you have the option to join niche sub-groups
for users' area of interest.
Example: Beauty Group could break down into a subgroup offering Hair, Skin etc.

As we plan for RUON AI to grow into millions of participants, we hope that these UIGs will be a very
powerful targeted advertising tool for influencers and for sellers wanting to target products towards the
most receptive audience. We plan for a user to control the UIG from their Account Dashboard, for example,
choosing to opt-out from being automatically placed in UI’s or requiring a opt-in permission based on
notification. We plan for users to also categorise and filter UIG followers by labeling them ie. friends,
business contacts, sales leads etc.
This UIG feature plans to be a patented protocol build by RUON AI.
RUON AI plans to allow blockchain startups to list their projects for crypto-investment using the RUON AI
Token Issuance Service

BULK FOLLOW
We are targeting for users/Influencers to pay (using RUON AI Tokens) to have all the Users inside an UIG
(User Interest Group) follow them instantly. If a UIG has 10,000 Users, we plan to allow the Influencer can
pay to have all 10,000 users instantly become followers.

BOOST POSTS
RUON AI’s plans to develop a unique ‘content popularity' that trends users' popular contributions, helping
the best posts go viral and attract more followers.
We plan for influencers to pay (using RUON AI Tokens) to boost their posts to users inside UIG’s
(User Interest Groups) if that UIG’s focus is the same theme as the topic being boosted.
This paid boosting feature hopefully enables influencers to gain thousands of new followers in a single post.

4.2 INFLUENCER COMMERCE
HASTAG COMMERCE
RUON AI plans to develop a patented # hashtag technology that allows Influencers to sell #hashtag space
in their posts and earn RUON AI Tokens by posting #hashtags on behalf of the hundreds of digital
advertisers that will connect to RUON AI.

POSTING COMMERCE
Users can potentially earn RUON Tokens every time they post, like or share content (video, pictures,
comments, stories) on RUON AI. The tokens plan to be gifted by other RUON AI Users who like what they
see. In this way, the more active a User is on RUON AI, the more they can potentially earn. In the crypto
industry we call this passive mining whereby a User earns crypto for doing micro-activities rather than
formally mining a blockchain.

HOSTING COMMERCE
Influencers/Users can potentially earn RUON AI Tokens by hosting VIP chat rooms for brands, advertisers
and stores.

4.3 PRODUCT COMMERCE
AI PRODUCT COMMERCE
We plan for influencers/users to earn RUON Tokens by hosting VIP chat rooms for brands, advertisers and
stores.
RUON AI plans to design an intuitive Artificial Intelligence (AI) interface which pushes engagement
messages to users, like birthday reminders about your friends and family.
Inside the AI push engagement messages plan to be linked to products relevant to that AI message. These
products plan to be pulled from RUON AI's Product Database which includes Products offered by Sellers on
the RUON marketplace.

CHAT PRODUCT COMMERCE
RUON AI targets for users/influencers to be able to pay RUON Tokens to create Commerce Chat
Rooms linked to their Influencer Products. We plan for users/influencers to be able to pay RUON Tokens
to create commerce focused posts inside these chat rooms, such as:
Product Promotions
Sell Digital Goods
Add instant ‘buy now’ buttons inside chat streams
We plan for users to also be able to accept money transfer links, payment, token gifting or token donations
inside a Commerce Chat Room.

SOCIAL PRODUCT BOOSTS
We are planning so that users with an Influencer Store can buy access to new ‘User Interest Groups’ (UIG’s)
that closely relate to the product focus of that store i.e. a fashion store offering baseball caps can buy access
to a UIG group that focuses only on ‘ hats. Buying access to a new UIG plans to be a paid service on top of the
five free allocated UIG’s users automatically get upon sign-up.

MARKETPLACE PRODUCT COMMERCE
RUON AI plans to build its own marketplace inside its influencer ecosystem. Unlike Facebook, RUON AI's
marketplace plans to be fully ecommerce enabled to allow users to sell products directly inside it.
The products plan to be from RUON AI's Amazon/Alibaba Product database or products that the seller
has sourced.
The marketplace plans to accept RUON AI Tokens as payment in exchange for goods, thus generating a
powerful coin ecosystem whereby influencers who earn tokens for posts can spend the tokens on the
marketplace.

SOCIAL PRODUCT COMMERCE
The RUON AI platform plans to integrate with Amazon and Alibaba product databases, with RUON AI acting
as a master affiliate reseller for e-commerce giants. So, RUON AI plans to offer its users the option to act as a
reseller for these products by using the RUON AI Influencer Store tools.
Influencer Stores will be targeted to be white label, so users/influencers can brand them.
The Influencer Stores plans to link to the RUON AI checkout so you can immediately begin accepting
payment in a wide variety of formats: Bitcoin, RUON AI Token, Dash, FIAT etc.
RUON AI plans to pre-scrape product databases to only store product profiles that have
achieved a 5 star
rating. This hopefully ensures RUON AI offers consistently high quality products to its users.
RUON AI plans to take 75% of the profit margin generated by any User/Influencer reselling Amazon or
Alibaba products on its platform.

HOW WE PLAN FOR SOCIAL STORES TO WORK
1 User registers for a store
2 User chooses a category for their store
3 User selects products to sell from RUON AI product database
4 User lists the products as ‘favourites’
5 User promotes the products using Chat, Video, User Groups
6 User promotes the products on other social media
7 For each product sold the user receives 92.5% of revenue

4.4 AD COMMERCE
USER VIDEO AVERTISING
We plan for users to be able to sell advertising inside their
RUON AI video streaming

Channels,

setting

rates

for

advertisers and being paid in RUON AI Tokens.

Additional RUON AI User Services
CRYPTO TRADING SERVICE
RUON

AI

plans to

offer

the

ability

to

trade,

sell

or

buy cryptocurrencies. We plan to develop automated bots
which hopefully track the movement of the market and plan to
use AI functionality to push real-time trading data to users:
obtain OHLCV (Open, High, Low, Close, Volume) time-series
data, precise exchange rates between currency asset pairs,
candle data for currencies & its own RUON AI Exchange,
sparkline & exchange rate & ATH & supply endpoints, Gapless
Raw Trade Data, Order Book Data &

Snapshots

Coins

Information (Price, Market Cap, Supply, Historical change).

CRYPTO FUNDRAISING SERVICE
RUON AI plans to allow blockchain startups to list their
projects for crypto investment using the RUON AI Token
Issuance Service.

BLOCKCHAIN INDUSTRY DIRECTORY
RUON AI plans to build a directory of all the blockchain
and cryptocurrency companies, to enable users to have an
industry search engine.

4.5 MANAGING RUON AI
We plan for every RUON AI user to have access to a dashboard
to control their account settings. We plan for the User
Dashboard to allow you to:
Create a new profile
Track new ‘weekly’ followers
Track engagement stats for posts
Check ranking
Check earnings (e-commerce & tokens)
Swipe to manage your Store,Chat Groups or Wallets
Manage privacy & blocking
Bulk upload images & contacts
Manage followers & User Interest Groups (UIG)

5. Technology
5.1 PLATFORM
WALLET
RUON AI plans to provide the user/influencer with their own Cryptocurrency Wallet connected to their
RUON Prepaid (cryptocurrency) card. We plan for the Wallet to store RUON AI Tokens but also links to
other Cryptocurrency wallets the User owns, pulling those balances and the management into an easy
single user interface - RUON AI Wallet. We plan to build the Wallet using a combination of WebSockets,
Rest API’s & WebHooks, from a 3rd party provider, delivering speed to market, using the minimum of
developer resources. In a phased integration, we hope for the RUON AI Wallet to include balances from:
Bitcoin, Kraken, Bitfinex, OKEX, Binance etc. We are planning for users to setup and manage their RUON
AI Wallet from their Account Dashboard to:
View daily transactions in RUON, Bitcoin, Ether, Dash etc.
View daily balances in various graph styles
Send money (Crypto)
Receive money (Crypto)
Perform Atomic Swaps (swapping currencies with Users)
The wallet targets providing categorized accounting and purchase reports after each transaction so
Users can provide up to the minute accounting for their business accounts and personal taxes. RUON AI
Wallets plans to be accessible to no one but Wallet owners and the smart contracts explicitly authorized
by them.

ISSUANCE
RUON AI plans to develop a Token Issuance service on the platform, to support investment
fundraising for Startups in the Blockchain & Cryptocurrency space. This issuance service plans to
be connected to the RUON AI exchange to allow STO’s to automatically list their Tokens post
accredited-investment round.
RUON AI plans to use a 3rd party white label issuance software that includes:
KYC/AMLTokenization of Asset
Security Token Creation
Investment Smart Contracts
Marketing Tools: referrals, bounties, airdrops
Investment Payment Processing

API
RUON AI plans to develop an API to enable open source developers to create RUON AI bots, advanced
features and add-on services for the RUON AI Influencer community. The API plans to support a number
of programming languages including php/java.

SMARTCARD
Through a 3rd party partnership, RUON AI plans to offer its Users a physical Prepaid/Debit Card
linked to the balance inside a RUON AI smart Wallet.

The RUON AI card targets Users/Influencers to spend RUON AI Tokens offline, in the physical world.
Everytime a RUON AI user uses their Smart Card to make a transaction online (outside RUON AI) or
offline, we plan for the user to earn RUON AI bonus points, which we hope they can convert into RUON AI
Tokens.

EXCHANGE
RUON AI plans to develop its own exchange using 3rd party software. That software plans to use Rest
APIs, WebHooks and Web Sockets, currently integrated into 10 blockchain nodes. The exchange user
functionality plans to include:
Browse historical trading data
Create Wallets, Addresses and Contracts
Check Wallet balance and contracts
Create transactions & payment forwarding
Refund & Proof of ownership
Optimize and manage gas fees
Manage or store private keys

SECURITY & DATA PRIVACY
The RUON AI platform plans to be developed by StealthGrid, who are industry leading Cyber Security
experts. Stealthgrid plans to deploy Military Grade Encryption for RUON AI's platform through
proprietary patented decentralized dynamic split encryption StealthCrypto™, Polymorphic, Hashed
Encryption™ (PHE) and “Dynamic GeoDistribution™” .
This encryption plans to protect all RUON AI data - both transaction records and user data:
Transaction records are not stored against user profiles
Account settings/preferences can only be changed by the Account owner
Passwords are not stored in plain text
We are planning so that only moderators and developers are granted access to user contact information.
This does not include access to user Wallet IDs.

AI
RUON AI plans to develop AI functionality to drive personalisation, social engagement and influencer
commerce on the platform. The AI system plans to perform three core functions:
Live Assisting - talking & speech
Reminding / real-time notifications
Matching (people, products etc.)

5.2 BLOCKCHAIN
RUON AI plans to be built on the BEOS Blockchain. BEOS is a hybrid of BitShares blockchain and a new
private EOS clone. The technology underpinning BEOS is Graphene with its ‘Delegated Proof of
Stake’ (DPoS) consensus mechanism.
BEOS is a straight clone of EOS.IO software (see EOS White Paper) with a few key differences. These
differences primarily relate to:
Support for gateway interfaces to BitShares (making tokens portable across the two chains)
Block signing nodes aware of their jurisdictions
Smart contracts able to specify which jurisdictions may execute Optimize the software for operation on
satellites in international space
Separate providers of hardware from operators of node
Software into separately elected roles
Underpinning this choice of blockchain for RUON AI is the fact EOS as the most active blockchain and is fully
stress tested for high activity and transaction volumes. In June 2019 EOS was the no.1 blockchain for activity
volume.
Souce: Figure 8 / Appendix
https://beos.world/

5.3 NETWORK
RUON AI plans to run on any mobile network,
regardless of operator. RUON AI is unique because its
founders plan to own one of the mobile networks that
RUON AI runs on.
SovereignSky.

That

network

is

called

In partnership with SpaceQuest (a

partner of SpaceX) SovereignSky launched its first
satellite. December 2018, with target to roll-out of 3-7
additional satellites. The next phase of the project
consists of planning on launching a network of 1,500
iMesh ‘small cube’ wi-fi enabled satellites into low
orbit. RUON AI plans to effectively be the only social
platform in the world that independently controls its
route to market through SovereignSky.
Google, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and WhatsApp
all rely on third party mobile network operators to
reach their end users. This means all social networks
and chat apps worldwide reach their users on the
good grace of the mobile networks they run across.
Mobile networks hold licenses issued by governments.
This is what allows mobile networks to operate
legally. At any point a Mobile Networks could face
government pressure to block a company from its
network. This is a important point to consider when
you are creating a new decentralized financial system
which bypass centralized banking, tax and regulatory
systems.

5.4 STRATEGIC PARTNERS
FLEXLFING
RUON AI’s plans for a Netflix-style streaming service provider of Hollywood movies.

CRYPTOAPIS
RUON AI plans for a White Label Exchange platform supplier. https://cryptoapis.io/

TOKENGET
RUON AI plans for a White Label Issuance Platform provider. Tokenget also partners with
Stellar. https://tokenget.com/

CRYPTONOMEX
RUON AI's plans for a Blockchain Development supplier. Cryptonomex is a leading
development company

responsible

for

building:

OpenLedger,

Graphene

Protocol,

EOS etc. https://cryptonomex.com/

SOVEREIGNSKY
SovereignSky plans to be RUON AI’s strategic mobile network and blockchain
provider. SovereignSky is cofounded by Stan Larimer (Cofounder of RUON AI,
Bitshares, Steemit) and Timothy Burke (Cofounder of RUON AI, and MovieFund).
https://sovereignsky.com/

STEALTHGRID
RUON AI's plans for this to be its Platform and Cyber Security Developer. StealthGrid are
industry

leaders

Cryptography.

in

They

Cyber

Security,

pioneered

the

Cloud

Security,

world’s

first

IOT

Security

encrypted

and

Quantum

mobile

phones.

StealthGrid plans to supply SovereignSky with blockchain mobile phones, which RUON
AI will be preloaded onto https://stealthgrid.com/

5.5 PATENTS
RUON AI plans to retain one of the top 300 law firms globally, to file over 501 Pages of social intelligence
and space-based blockchain technology patents including:

'Hashtag As Advertising’ algorithm
Future life & Social Inteligence
Space-based banking systems
UIG software
Content ranking algorithm
User ranking algorithm
AI algorithm
White Label Influencer Store concept

6. Financials
6.1 USER FORECASTS
In terms of User projections, RUON AI plans to onboard Users across multiple sectors:
E-commerce
Social
Payments
Entertainment
Cryptocurrency
Thus, RUON AI could base it’s User projections on any number of competitors or sectors. But for
the purposes of this paper RUON AI has baselined it’s User forecast on 3 Social competitors:
Telegram
Snapchat
Instagram
RUON AI User Projection Formula
Competitor Growth first 3 years of trading
Competitor Sector Size first 3 years of trading
Competitor Market Share first 3 years of trading

6.2 VALUATION
In terms of a valuation, RUON AI plans to play heavily in these 3 spaces:
Social
E-commerce
Cryptocurrency

VALUE / SOCIAL USER
Social media companies are valued on the scale of their user bases and the ability to leverage/monetize
those users. The VPU (Value Per User) in Social Media companies is normally based on the formula
‘Company Market Cap divided by Volume of Users’. The 2014 graph below from Statistica shows VPU varies
greatly across social media companies:

Financial and Forecast section comes with Whitepaper Disclaimers. Please see Page 25.

Facebook Paid $42 Per Whatsapp User
Value per user based on market capitalization or acquisition price
$141.32

$84.95

$83.53

$42.22

@StatistaChartsSource: Company filings,Yahoo! Finance
RUON AI has then averaged out the growth across these 3 competitors and applied that yearly average to
each of RUON AI ﬁrst 3 trading years:
Competitor Growth

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

10,000,000

74,166,666

150,000,000

100%

740%

202%

Global Social Media Users / Volume

1,095,000,000

1,310,000,000

1,780,000,000

% Users Intagram Converted

0.9%

5.7%

8.4%

Snapchat

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2011 / snapchat 1st three years/users

10,000,000

55,000,000

100,000,000

2011 / snapchat 1st three years/ % growth

100%

550%

182%

Global Messaging App Users / Volume

600,000,000

900,000,000

1,070,000,000

% Users Snapchat converted

1.7%

6.0%

9.5%

Telegram

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2013 / Telegram 1st three years/downloads

45,000,000

2013 / Telegram 1st three years/ % growth

100%

135%

189%

Global Mesaging App Users / Volume

1,070,000,000

3,290,000,000

3,442,000,000

% Users Telegram converted

4.2%

1.8%

3.3%

RUON User Growth

2021

2022

2023

Social Media Users Worldwide

2,770,000,000

2,900,000,000

3,020,000,000

% Social Media Users Converted to RUON AI

0.5%

1.8%

3.5%

Intagram
2010/Instagram 1st three years/users
2010/Instagram 1st three years/ % growth

RUON AI User Growth Volume

13,850,000

60,000,000

52,200,000

113,000,000

105,700,000

VALUE / SOCIAL MEDIA USER
In 2015, when Instagram was in its 3rd year of trading, its Value Per User (VPU) was $30, based on its market
cap.
For the purposes of a valuation exercise we could use Instagram’s 3rd year VPU to identify a potential
market cap for RUON AI in the way of a Social Media User (this doesn't include the value added for
blockchain or e-commerce which Instagram doesn't have)
• Year 3 Instagram VPU $30
Year 3 RUON AI forecast Users 105,700,000 (based on a low projection of converted users compared
to Instagram, Snapchat and Telegram)
• VPU $30 x Forecast RUON Users by yr3 of 105,700,000 = $3,171,000,000
• This could mean a potential 'social media' market cap of $3,1 Billion by year 3 for RUON AI.
Yet, this ﬁgure is based on the value of a social media and Cryptocurrency/Blockchain. However, the RUON
AI plans to play across e-commerce as well.

VALUE / CRYPTO BLOCKCHAIN USER
If we look at value per cryptocurrency user, reported by Bitcoincharts, Coinmarketcap and mediashower
(https://mediashower.com/blog/how-to-value-bitcoin-using-vpu-value-per-user/) in 2018 we see VPU is
much much higher:
Bitcoin $4.6K
Ethereum $1.3K
Litecoin $1K

Source: mediashower.com/blog/how-to-value-bitcoin-using-vpu-value-per-user
RUON AI’s founders plan to own the underlying Blockchain that RUON AI targets to build and
operate on.
Unlike the Blockchains mentioned above; SovereignSky (www.sovereignsky.com) or BEOS plan to be
RUON AI’s underlying Blockchain is not silo’d. It plans to have full interoperability with EOS and Bitshares
Blockchain.
EOS had a Market Cap of $4bn in 2017, at the start of year 1 of its trading. Again using the formulaic
approach we applied with Instagram’s VPU we can use the VPU of other blockchains to scope a potential
Market Cap for RUON AI as a major blockchain player.

For the purposes of a valuation exercise taking Litecoin User Value of $1,000 + RUON User Projections. We could
use Litecoin’s 2017 VPBU (Value per Blockchain User) to identify a potential market cap for RUON AI in the way of
a Crypto Blockchain Media User.
• Year 3 Litecoin VPBU $1,000
• Year 3 RUON AI forecast Users 105,700,000 (based on a low projection of converted users compared to
Instagram, Snapchat and Telegram)
• VPBU $1,000 x Forecast RUON Users by year 3 of 105,700,000 = $105,700,000,000
• This could mean a potential 'blockchain user' market cap of $105 Billion by year 3 for RUON AI.

VALUE / E-COMMERCE USER
Once RUON AI has acquired it's user base it can monetize these users not just on a social level but on an ecommerce level, meaning RUON AI can generate pure revenue of $500 - $1012 (minus $60 for acquisition costs)
per RUON AI User for itself potentially. So, let’s look at an e-commerce Market Cap for RUON AI given it has the
potential to become the biggest reseller of Amazon and Alibaba products worldwide. **Please note: RUON AI
plans to first and foremost an e-commerce platform with hundreds of curated stores which news users select and
promote to their friends and followers with all shopping and handling being done by RUON and its drop shipping
partners.
2017 E-Commerce Global Statistics
(A) 1.66 Billion Global Digital Buyers (Statista)
(B) $1.747 Trillion Global e-commerce Sales
(B) Divided by (A) = Global VPU in e-commerce = $1,072

Based on the figures above
and averages from sources
like Arkena opposite. We
estimate the E-commerce
Value Per User (VPEU) for
RUON AI to be roughtly:
$450

Source: arkenea.com/blog/big-tech-companies-user-worth

• Year 3 RUON E-commerce VPEU $450
• Year 3 RUON AI forecast Users 105,700,000 (based on a low projection of converted users
compared to Instagram, Snapchat and Telegram)
• VPEU $450 x Forecast RUON Users by Yr3 of 105,700,000 = $47,565,000,000
• This could mean an 'e-commerce' potential market cap of $47 Billion by year 3 for RUON AI.

In summary, RUON AI could potentially have a Market Cap by year 3 of anywhere between:
$3,1 Billion to $105 Billion based on a blockchain user being valued from $1,000 to $4,000

6.3 REVENUE STREAMS
Please contact us for Revenue and Product Forecasts (.xls)
RUON AI also plans to have multiple additional revenue streams within the app. These split into:
Earnings for Users
Earnings for RUON AI

INFLUENCER TOOLS REVENUE STREAMS

PRODUCT REVENUE STREAMS

pay to post longer length video

sells products using AI

pay for advanced SEND features

create a Commerce Chat Room buy

pay to store daily videos

button in Commerce Chat Room

use video posts (Titles, ﬁlters etc)

promo in Commerce Chat Room sell

trend video to bigger audience

in Commerce Chat Room

promote video

post a Promo Link in Chat Room rent

post video to user interest groups

a Ruon storefront

send photo as postcard

upgrade a store

use premium photo ﬁlters

sell RUON AI products in a store

post photo to user interest groups

add Store features

promote photo

add Store individual items

additional e˛ ects to daily status

feature new items on a Newsfeed

boost a post to UIG

premium widgets to store owners
add matching UIG's to a store connect
a Chatroom to a store advertise a

ENGAGEMENT REVENUE STREAMS
buy BOT for Chat Room

Store in Directory
sell RUON products on Marketplace

buy emojis for Chat Room
post investment link in Chat Room
pay fee for investment link leads bulk

OTHER REVENUE STREAMS

UIG invite/add to a Chat Room

RUON AI Cryptocurrency Exchange

broadcast TV Channel in Chat Room

RUON AI Token Issuance

post an advert to a Chat Room

RUON AI Payment Processing

premium Chat Room privacy Setting

RUON AI Entertainment/Movies

extra entry criteria for Chat Rooms

RUON AI Advertising

Examples of 6 of RUON AI's potential 40+ Revenue Streams:
*HIGH USERBASE PROJECTION

7. Mission
RUON AI Aid Program:
RUON AI was first conceptualized, not as an influencer commerce
platform for the West, but as a crypto ecosystem that plans to
solve real problems of poverty in under-developed countries.
The nature of cryptocurrency has always been to empower people
economically and so RUON AI plans to be initially designed as the
social and commerce gateway, sitting between:
SovereignSky low orbiting satellites for Africa, India & S/America
Spacequest Blockchain Phones & Wifi Boxes
SovereignSky Blockchain ( BEOS)
The idea is to plan to have a pre-loaded app on the blockchain
phones, that people in poverty could use to connect, share and
trade with each other, using the RUON AI Token. This is why RUON
AI plans to create a dedicated marketplace inside the app.
RUON AI is still committed to that original mission hence RUON plans
to be the preloaded app on the SovereignSky blockchain phones that
are planned to be distributed to consumers.
RUON AI also plans to pledge to donate, as a mandatory feature of
using its platform, a percentage of all revenues from itself and its
Users to SovereignSky and the RUON AI Aid Program.
The RUON AI Token, when earned by Users for social engagement,
plans to be exchanged for food, medicine, water and energy,
provided by NGOs and other humanitarian partners on the RUON AI
Marketplace.

2018 Q1 + Q2

2019 Q1

Concept scoped & 70 UI screens designed

UIG (basic functionality)

App Homepage

Find & view Close Friends or UIGs

App Login/ Registration

UIGs "category" databases

App basic chat & profile functionality

Add and remove a User from Close Friends list

Bulk contacts import tool

Add and remove a User from UIGs list

Dating profile creation

Search & Discover non-followers

Crypto Directory

2018 Q3

2019 Q2
MyStory basic page built

Chat Rooms for users & groups

MyStory and Instagram-style user faces

Video Chat Rooms

UI for MyStory feature

DM other users

Create images & text story

Video call other users

Add emojis overlay to MyStory
Draw colors on MyStory

2018 Q4
Preview post
View post likers and 'likes' View
comments

Insert text on MyStory
Change background on MyStory

2019 Q3

Like a previewed post

Wallet UX

Comment on a previewed post

Get rewarded tokens

View app activity notification

Send each other tokens

Settings

Beta testing & launch

11. Disclaimer
GENERAL DISCLAIMER
The whitepaper describes the initial sale in which the RUON token ([RUON]) is sold, [RUON] is a
cryptographic token that is designed to be used for all services in [RUON Trading Limited’s] ecosystem.
[RUON] is not, nor is it intended to, constitute a security, an investment scheme, financial instrument or any
other regulated product in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper is not, nor is it intended to constitute, a
solicitation, prospectus, offer document for investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering of
securities, an investment scheme, a financial instrument or any regulated product in any jurisdiction. Please
note that purchases of [RUON] are final and non-refundable. Individuals, businesses, and other
organisations should carefully weigh the risks, costs, and benefits or acquiring [RUON].

LIMITATION OF THE PURCHASERS
You are not eligible to and you shall not purchase [RUON] through the RUON token sale if you are a citizen
or resident (tax or otherwise) of any country or state where the purchase of [RUON] or similar
cryptocurrencies or tokens, may be prohibited or the token sale is deemed to be non-compliant with the
applicable laws and regulations. For clarity, natural persons and entities that are resident of (tax or
otherwise), domiciled in, or have a connection to, the United States of America, Canada, the People’s
Republic of China, New Zealand, Japan or Hong Kong are expressly prohibited from participating in the
token sale and purchasing [RUON] . Purchases of [RUON] should be undertaken only by natural persons,
entities, or companies that have significant experience with, and a sophisticated understanding of, the usage
and intricacies of cryptographic tokens and blockchain based software systems. Purchasers should have
functional understanding of storage and transmission mechanisms associated with other cryptographic
tokens. Any entities related to [RUON Trading Limited] and officers and employees thereof will not be
responsible in any way for loss of any cryptographic tokens, [RUON] or fiat currency resulting from actions
taken by, or omissions of, the purchasers. If you do not have the required experience or expertise, then you
should not purchase [RUON] or participate in the token offering.
You should carefully consider the risks, costs, and any other demerits of acquiring [RUON], and, if necessary,
obtain your own independent advice in this regard. If you are not in the position to accept nor to understand
the risks associated with this token sale, or any other risks as indicated in this whitepaper, you should not
acquire [RUON], until such that you received the necessary independent advice

RISKS
a)

RUON will be stored in a wallet, which can only be accessed with a password selected by the purchaser,
if a purchaser of RUON does not maintain an accurate record of their password, this may lead to the loss
of their tokens. As a result, purchasers must safely store their password in one or more backup locations
that are well separated from the primary location.

b)

The purchaser recognises that some of the services in RUON’s ecosystem are currently under
development and may undergo significant changes before release and/or made available for use. The
purchaser acknowledges that any of the expectations regarding the form and functionality of the RUON
platform and associated services may not be met for any number of reasons.

c)

The purchaser understands that while [RUON Trading Limited] will attempt to list the RUON token on
most major cryptocurrency exchanges, it is possible that some exchanges will decline to accept, which
may result in somewhat less liquidity provided through [RUON] than expected in this whitepaper.

d)

As with other cryptocurrencies and cryptographic tokens, the value of [RUON] may fluctuate
significantly and become reduced in value (including to zero value) for any number of reasons,
including but not limited to, supply and demand, overall market conditions, political or geographical
reasons, changes of regulations in any jurisdictions, and technical reasons.

e)

[RUON] will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain. As such, any malfunction or unexpected
functioning of the Ethereum protocol may impact the purchaser’s ability to transfer or securely hold
[RUON]. Such impact could adversely affect the value.

DISCLAIMER
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, regulations and rules [RUON Trading Limited], any
entities of the RUON ecosystem, and officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort (including negligence),
contract, statute or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use
or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part
thereof by you. [RUON Trading Limited] and any related entities and officers and employees thereof shall
not be liable for any loss of [RUON] after it is transferred to you by any reason including but not limited to
your failure to maintain or backup an accurate record of your password or password cracking by someone
due to your poor maintenance of your password. Any person undertaking to acquire [RUON] acknowledges
and understands however that [RUON Trading Limited] does not provide any warranty as to the release of
any exchange or any of the other technical features or services contemplated under this whitepaper. You
acknowledge and understand therefore that [RUON Trading Limited] (including its associated bodies
corporate, officers and employees) assume no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would
result from or relate to the incapacity to use [RUON]. Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinising
businesses and operations associated with cryptocurrencies and tokens in the world. In that respect,
regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact future businesses and may limit or prevent it from
developing its operations in the future. Any person undertaking to purchase [RUON] must be aware that the
RUON business model (to be interpreted in its widest sense), and its existing platforms may change or need
to be modified because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any
jurisdictions. In such case, purchasers and any person undertaking to acquire
[RUON] acknowledge and understand that neither [RUON Trading Limited] nor any of its affiliates shall be
held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damages caused by such changes.
This whitepaper and any other materials or explanations made by [RUON Trading Limited] and its officers
and employees shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. They do not
constitute or relate in any way nor should they be considered as an offering of securities, a financial
instrument, an investment scheme or any other regulated product in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper does
not include not contain any information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation of that
might be used as a basis for any investment decision. Neither [RUON Trading Limited] nor any of its officers
and employees are to be or shall be considered as advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Acquiring
[RUON] shall not grant any right or influence [RUON Trading Limited] organisation and governance to the
purchasers.

NO RESPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
[RUON Trading Limited] does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation,
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation,
warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out
in this whitepaper. Further, no representation or warranty is given by [RUON Trading Limited] as to the
achievement or reasonableness of any plans, future projections or prospects set out in this whitepaper and
nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future
functionality, utility or availability and/or its associated services. To the fullest extent permissible by law,
[RUON Trading Limited] excludes all liability (and is not liable for) any loss or damage of whatsoever kind
(whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions
contained in this whitepaper or any information which is made available in connection with any further
enquiries, notwithstanding any act or omission, negligence, default or lack of care, by [RUON Trading
Limited], its entities, officers and/or employees.
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Market Overview
Messaging Systems and their limitations
The market has seen a rapid growth in user communications starting with the early chat applications on
bulletin boards evolving into social media platforms and then into a variety of chat-based applications.
These apps all fundamentally provide the same features with some minor variances, but none have evolved
significantly to deliver a set of services that provide a social commerce ecosystem (with the one exception
being WeChat but limited to Chinese markets).
There are over a dozen messaging apps that each have more than 100 million monthly active users.
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In addition, the market is still growing and all of these companies are all projected to continue growing year
over year as well.
Source: Deutsche Bank based on company reports
The expanding nature of this market means there is still room for competitors and for products that offer
differentiation and new services that expand beyond just basic messaging infrastructure. The demand from
users to have integrated services has become a next generation requirement which has yet to be delivered.
But the vast array of other apps that are required to conduct business, run services, and make payments
represent an enormous market of redundancy that can be simplified into a single product or service.
Products such as Zapier exist for that very reason, to integrate apps and processes for e-commerce in the
absence of any integrated products or services in the market that fulfil social messaging and integrated
e-commerce in one app.
PayPal was last valued at $118.81 billion USD in March 2019. In 2018, PayPal created an internal reward system
with a Blockchain token for employees. PayPal also filed a patent for an “Expedited Virtual Currency
Transaction System” that would place the amount being sent into a secondary wallet and send the private
key to the receiver, thus speeding up transactions significantly. One year later, they have yet to publicly
announce a use case for the patent.
Taking into account the market size and potential demonstrates that there is still room to enter with the right
solution. The following comparison shows the native features that RUON has and how these features are
predominantly absent in any of the primary payments providers.

WeChat

In-App Services
Monetization
KYC & AML
AI (Artiﬁcial Intelligence)
Mobile Payments
Your Privacy
Sovereign Blockchain
Secured Files

Digital Commerce

Active users in millions

Mobile POS Payments
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Source : Statista February 2019 Selected region only includes countries listed in the
Digital Market Outlook

Bit Pay has raised over $72.5 million USD as of March 2019. In 2018, they recorded $1 billion USD in
transactions, which resulted in growth of 255%. BitPay is the main Western player in Blockchain payments,
and they focus on business to consumer. They have managed to build partnerships with the likes of
Wikimedia to power donations,and Ohio state to manage citizens paying taxes in Bitcoin, and security.

Wechat

Facebook

Telegram

on selection

on selection

WhatsApp

In App Services
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Monetisation
Mobile Payments
KYC / AML
Your Privacy
Sovereign Blockchain

in future

Secured Files

in future

on selection

Ecommerce Spend
The number of global mobile users is expected to reach 4.78 billion by 2020 and they love to shop. They will
collectively spend $188.9 billion USD on global ecommerce

Worldwide mobile app revenue 2015, 2016, and 2020
(in billions of USD)
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In addition, the market also continues to grow in terms of mobile usage as the global market continues to
expand

